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IK Multimedia iLoud MTM Wall/Ceiling Mounting Brackets

IK Multimedia announces shipping of new iLoud MTM Wall/Ceiling Mounting

Brackets. These brackets make it faster than ever to assemble a compact yet

professional monitoring environment for immersive audio. With their compact size,

iLoud MTMs are easy to mount using the new brackets or can be quickly installed on

any standard microphone stand in spots where permanent mounting isn't an option.

Custom IK mounting brackets for immersive installations are now available. The

ideal complement to the iLoud MTM Immersive Bundle, these rugged metal brackets

are the perfect solution for installing iLoud MTMs anywhere and offer adjustment for

positioning the speakers to suit any mixing space and configuration.

iLoud MTM's 3/8" threaded bottom also allows them to be mounted directly to

standard mic stands in most countries or by using a 5/8" male to 3/8" female thread

adapter (required for the US and some territories). Between the new brackets,

threaded bottom and built-in ARC speaker calibration/room correction software,

iLoud MTM quickly adapts to any mixing space, just add a sub for a 7.1.4

configuration.

Using the included MEMS measurement microphone, iLoud MTM's acclaimed built-in

ARC self-calibration system adjusts in seconds, correcting each one's output to
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ensure the most precise and balanced sound from every position, including ceiling-

mounting. The result is a true phase-coherent response across the useful frequency

spectrum for unbelievably natural sound.

iLoud MTM is ideal for multichannel installations being linear phase and having a

point-source acoustic performance to be accurate at any distance. This minimizes

the inaccuracies that conventional speakers can introduce in the imaging, which is

critical for multichannel and immersive setups. iLoud MTM's midwoofer-tweeter-

midwoofer design boasts dramatically more controlled dispersion than typical

designs. This minimizes the speakers' interaction with room acoustics (and each

other), making them ideal for rooms not custom-tuned for surround audio.

Just as importantly, iLoud MTM monitors make setting up a multichannel rig easy. At

30 to 50% smaller and lighter than comparable studio monitors, users will find

setup a breeze in any size room. In addition, the iLoud MTM's threaded bottom

allows them to be mounted on a standard microphone stand or boom stand to best

suit the listening environment or when space doesn't permit ceiling mounting.

The iLoud MTM Immersive Bundle and mounting brackets are available now from

the IK Multimedia online store and from IK authorized dealers worldwide.

www.ikmultimedia.com
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